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Commentary

Chronic immune activation is a key factor in HIV-1 disease progression. The translocation of microbial products from the intestinal lumen into the systemic circulation occurs during HIV-1 infection and is associated closely with immune activation; however, it has not been determined conclusively whether microbial translocation drives immune activation or occurs as a consequence of HIV-1 infection. In an important study in this issue of the *JCI*, Kristoff and colleagues describe the role of microbial translocation in producing immune activation in an animal model of HIV-1 infection, SIV infection of pigtailed macaques. Blocking translocation of intestinal bacterial LPS into the circulation dramatically reduced T cell activation and proliferation, production of proinflammatory cytokines, and plasma SIV RNA levels. This study directly demonstrates that microbial translocation promotes the systemic immune activation associated with HIV-1/SIV infection.
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Chronic immune activation is a key factor in HIV-1 disease progression. The translocation of microbial products from the intestinal lumen into the systemic circulation occurs during HIV-1 infection and is associated closely with immune activation; however, it has not been determined conclusively whether microbial translocation drives immune activation or occurs as a consequence of HIV-1 infection. In an important study in this issue of the JCI, Kristoff and colleagues describe the role of microbial translocation in producing immune activation in an animal model of HIV-1 infection, SIV infection of pigtailed macaques. Blocking translocation of intestinal bacterial LPS into the circulation dramatically reduced T cell activation and proliferation, production of proinflammatory cytokines, and plasma SIV RNA levels. This study directly demonstrates that microbial translocation promotes the systemic immune activation associated with HIV-1/SIV infection.

Immune activation and disease progression in HIV-1 infection

In humans, the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) contains a large number of activated CD4+CCR5+ T cells, thus serving as a major site of viral replication and CD4+ T cell depletion early in the course of HIV-1 infection (1, 2). In contrast to the rapid depletion of intestinal CD4+ T cells, the decline of CD4+ T cells in peripheral blood is much slower and less extensive during acute HIV-1 infection, suggesting that the majority of peripheral CD4+ T cells are nonpermissive at this stage (2, 3). During the chronic phase of infection, systemic immune activation is very strongly correlated with disease progression (4). Activation of CD4+ T cells increases coreceptor expression and renders these cells more susceptible to HIV-1 infection, and these cycles of activation and infection may drive progression of disease to AIDS (5). In contrast, SIV infection in natural host species very rarely progresses to AIDS and does not result in increased levels of immune activation, despite high levels of virus replication (6, 7). Infection and depletion of CD4+ T cells in GALT can be observed in both SIV and HIV-1 infection; however, natural host species infected with SIV do not often develop systemic immune activation, despite loss of GALT CD4+ T cells (6, 7), suggesting that factors other than direct infection and mucosal CD4+ T cell loss are essential for the increased degree of immune activation seen in HIV-1 infection.

Microbial translocation in HIV-1 infection

Translocation of microbial products from the lumen of the gastrointestinal tract into the circulation often occurs in HIV-1–infected individuals and is closely associated with systemic immune activation. Many studies have shown that HIV-1–infected individuals have elevated plasma levels of LPS and soluble CD14, which is indicative of LPS-induced monocyte and macrophage activation (8). Plasma levels of other microbial products, such as bacterial DNA and flagellin, are also increased in HIV-1–infected individuals compared with healthy controls (8, 9). Furthermore, there is a negative correlation between plasma
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Figure 1
Microbial translocation and immune activation during HIV-1 infection. (A) The intact intestinal epithelium in uninfected individuals. Commensal bacteria and released microbial products, including LPS, are restricted to the gut lumen by a continuous lining of enterocytes. (B) Translocation of commensal bacteria and bacterial products from the gut lumen into the intestinal wall and peripheral blood during HIV-1 infection. HIV-1 infection induces death of intestinal epithelial cells and depletes intestinal CD4+ T cells, particularly Th17 cells. Loss of intestinal epithelial cells allows commensal bacteria to enter intestinal wall. Loss of Th17 cells allows bacterial overgrowth. Translocation of microbial products into peripheral blood causes systemic immune activation. Activated peripheral CD4+ T cells are highly susceptible to HIV-1 infection. (C) The drug sevelamer blocks translocation of bacterial LPS into the systemic circulation, preventing immune activation. Sevelamer binds and sequesters bacterial LPS in intestinal lumen. Blocking bacterial LPS translocation of LPS into the circulation prevents systemic immune activation, leaving the majority of peripheral CD4+ T cells quiescent and unsusceptible to HIV-1 infection.
levels of LPS and CD4+ T cell counts (10). The cause of microbial translocation is multifactorial. HIV-1 replicates vigorously in GALT and causes damage to intestinal barrier through several mechanisms. First, HIV-1 infection leads to the production of proinflammatory cytokines, which induce apoptosis of enterocytes and disruption of tight junctions, the epithelial barrier against microbial translocation (11). A second mechanism involves intestinal Th17 cells, which produce cytokines, including IL-17 and IL-22, to recruit and activate neutrophils as well as promote the release of antimicrobial peptides (12). Th17 cells are preferentially depleted by direct infection, likely due to the high expression of the CCR5 coreceptor on these cells (13). As a consequence of viral infection, damage to intestinal epithelial barrier and decreased control of intestinal bacteria result in the translocation of commensal microbial products, including LPS, into circulation. In principle, these products can induce production of proinflammatory cytokines and promote peripheral T cell activation and cycling (Figure 1). Microbial translocation occurs during HIV-1 and pathogenic SIV infection but not during SIV infection of natural host species (5), suggesting that microbial translocation may play a role in viral infection and disease progression. Interestingly, intravenous LPS administration in natural host species infected with SIV does induce systemic immune activation, increase SIV replication, and accelerate CD4+ T cell depletion (14). Nevertheless, it is unclear whether and to what degree microbial translocation drives immune activation and disease progression or if the breach of epithelial barrier function occurs concomitantly with immune activation as a consequence of viral infection.

Microbial translocation is indispensable for HIV-1–associated systemic immune activation

Experiments to directly evaluate the contribution of microbial translocation in the pathogenesis of HIV-1 infection require blocking the interaction between microbial products and host immune cells without directly affecting viral replication. In this issue, Kristoff and colleagues used SIV-infected pigtailed macaques (PTMs) and the drug sevelamer as a model to investigate the role of microbial translocation in immune activation and viral replication in disease progression (15). Sevelamer is a cationic polyallylamine polymer that shows a high capacity for binding anions such as phosphate and can also bind and sequester LPS in the gut lumen. Furthermore, sevelamer has been used for the treatment of hyperphosphatemia in patients with chronic kidney disease (16). As evidenced by plasma levels of LPS and soluble CD14, sevelamer effectively, if not completely, blocked translocation of LPS into circulation of SIV-infected PTMs. In sevelamer-treated animals, reduced levels of LPS were associated with decreased T cell activation and proliferation and decreased production of proinflammatory cytokines (15), suggesting that microbial translocation directly causes viral-associated systemic immune activation. Kristoff et al. further investigated whether blocking microbial translocation had an effect on viral replication and disease progression. While sevelamer treatment had only a limited effect on plasma SIV RNA levels during the first 2–3 weeks of infection, viral replication was significantly inhibited (by more than one log) in sevelamer-treated animals at time points beyond 3 weeks after infection. Reduced viral replication occurred concomitantly with reduction of peripheral T cell activation (15), suggesting that blocking microbial translocation reduces systemic SIV replication through limiting T cell activation (Figure 1). Although this study by Kristoff et al. demonstrates that translocation of LPS is an important instigator of systemic immune activation, it remains to be determined whether and to what degree other microbial products, including peptidoglycan, lipoteichoic acid, and flagellin, also contribute to immune activation. Additionally, it is not clear whether inhibiting microbial translocation during the acute phase of SIV infection would change the clinical outcome of chronic infection; therefore, long-term follow-up after treatment seems warranted. Nonetheless, this study by Kristoff and colleagues provides direct evidence that microbial translocation promotes immune activation in SIV-infected PTMs and suggests that therapeutic interventions to decrease microbial translocation in HIV-1–infected individuals could provide benefit.

Conclusions and future directions

Current combinationantiretroviral therapy (cART) can suppress HIV-1 replication to undetectable levels; however, long-term cART fails to completely repair virus-induced gastrointestinal tract damage or restore intestinal CD4+ T cell populations (17, 18). Microbial translocation still occurs despite suppressed viral replication in cART-treated patients. Plasma LPS levels in HIV-1–infected individuals decline after initiation of cART but remain substantially higher than those seen in uninfected subjects (19). Plasma LPS and bacteria DNA levels in cART-treated patients are correlated inversely with CD4+ T cell restoration in the GALT (9, 20), suggesting that therapeutic interventions to block microbial translocation in cART-treated patients may be important for complete reconstitution of gastrointestinal immunity. Kristoff and colleagues demonstrate that sevelamer can effectively block LPS translocation in SIV-infected PTMs and alleviate systemic immune activation during acute infection. It will be important to further investigate the effects of sevelamer on mucosal immune reconstitution in chronically infected PTMs. Because sevelamer is approved to treat hyperphosphatemia in patients with chronic kidney disease, it may be reasonable to assess whether sevelamer can attenuate immune activation and promote restoration of mucosal immunity in some cART-treated patients, especially immunological nonresponders, who maintain high levels of microbial translocation and immune activation and fail to restore CD4+ T cell population despite long-term cART (9, 21).
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Cetuximab is a murine-human chimeric IgG1 mAb directed against the EGFR that is approved for use in patients with colorectal and head and neck carcinomas. While some patients benefit greatly from cetuximab, many do not; therefore, strategies to increase the efficacy of this drug are of great clinical interest. In this issue of the JCI, Kohrt and colleagues report a strategy for enhancing the secondary immune response to cetuximab that involves sequential targeting with an agonist mAb against CD137 expressed on NK and T cells.

The inside story on cetuximab
EGFR, also known as HER1, is a member of the erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene homolog (ERBB) family of transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK). Deregulation of EGFR signaling initiates aberrant growth, proliferation, and angiogenesis. The clinical development of mAbs targeting the extracellular ligand-binding domain and small molecules targeting the intracellular ATPase domain of EGFR was originally compelled by the association of EGFR overexpression with poor prognosis in multiple epithelial malignancies. Despite overexpression of EGFR in the vast major-
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